City College Visual Computing Lab
The City College Visual Computing Laboratory (CCVCL) serves
as an experimental environment for both research and education
in advanced computer vision and other media computing. The
research activities in the CCVCL primarily focus on the
understanding of 3D natural scenes and the analysis of events in
these scenes via multiple sensor modalities, including visible
cameras, thermal sensors, and acoustic sensors. The research
seeks to improve state-of-the-art machine learning methods while
simultaneously applying techniques to real-world applications. Our
work is supported by NSF, DoD, DHS, and industry partners. Our
lab's graduates are now working at Amazon, BAE Systems, CUNY,
Nvidia, and AI startups.
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A Sampling of Current Projects
Smart and Accessible Transportation Hub
The CUNY-Rutgers joint Smart and Accessible Transportation Hub
(SAT-Hub) project aims to better empower both passengers and
facility management by transforming large transportation centers
with minimal changes to the current cyber-physical infrastructure of
their stations. SAT-Hub is working in conjunction with NJ Transit and
Port Authority to provide these advancements at the major
transportation hubs of New York. The SAT-Hub testbed is
leading to project inspired discovery at least in the following areas:
(1) 3D semantic facility model-based localization with smartphone
images. (2) Optimal sensor placement and rapid calibration using 3D
semantic models. (3) Deep-learning-based human crowd analysis. (4)
Human-in-the-loop traveling guidance with multi-facet inputs.

Unsupervised feature learning for point cloud understanding
To alleviate the cost of collecting and annotating large-scale point cloud datasets, we propose an unsupervised
learning approach to learn features from unlabeled point cloud "3D object" datasets by using part contrasting and
object
clustering
with
deep
graph
convolutional networks (GCNs). The network
learns to contrast parts from the same or
different objects, producing a high-level
semantic understanding of the relations
between parts of objects. A clustering training
step further improves the quality of learned
features by learning to discover objects that
likely belong to the same semantic categories.
This network, which has been pre-trained using this unsupervised method for feature extraction, can then be used
for image classification and segmentation with simpler classifiers and small amounts of labeled data to accurately
make predictions.

Using CNNs for crowd analysis with minimal labeled data
In this work, we use a generative adversarial network (GAN) to train crowd counting networks
using minimal data. Our study focuses on how GAN objectives can be modified to allow for
the use of unlabeled data to benefit inference training via semi-supervised learning. More
generally, we explain how these same methods can be used in more generic regression
target semi-supervised learning, with crowd counting being a
demonstrative example. We demonstrate that a convolutional
neural network (CNN) trained as part of the semi-supervised GAN
can significantly outperform an equivalent CNN trained with standard
supervised learning techniques, even when the latter has access to
substantially more labeled data.

Emotion analysis using audio/video, EMG & EEG
This project studies automated emotion recognition using four
different modalities – audio, video, electromyography (EMG), and
electroencephalography (EEG). We collected a dataset using the 4
modalities
with
12
human
subjects,
each
expressing 6 different emotions or maintaining a neutral
expression. To improve the predictive power of our emotion
recognition system, three different aspects of recognition have been
investigated: model selection, feature selection, and data selection.
This is a collaborative work with Prof. Tony Ro at CUNY Graduate
Center.

